Synthesis Analytics senior Secured Bond

Frequently Asked Questions
For more enquiries please contact: enquiries@hermionemarkets.com

1. What is a Green Bond?

7. What is High Performance Computing (HPC)?

Green Bonds enable capital-raising and investment for new and existing
projects with environmental benefits. The Issuer of a ‘Green’ Bond
promises to use the proceeds for green investments, green projects or
eligible green assets being refinanced. To be classified as a Green Bond,
the bond must follow the Green Bond Principles.

Green HPC is the process of using parallel processing to run
advanced algorithms efficiently, reliably, and at higher than normal
speed, mainly on ASIC and FPGA processors. The hardware and
software are integrated to ensure high efficiency and output
for the algorithms.

2. What are the Green Bond Principles?

Running TPU, CPU and GPU systems with bespoke software
is also one function of HPC and is possible through unique
Synthesis Analytics systems. Increasingly, new applications such
as genomic sequencing, machine learning, deep learning, image
analysis, speech and facial recognition, pattern recognition inter
alia, are being executed on HPC systems, giving rise to huge
growth in this sector.

The Green Bond Principles (GBP) were updated in June 2018, providing
voluntary guidelines for transparency and disclosure to promote
integrity in the development of the Green Bond market by clarifying
the approach for issuance of a Green Bond. The GBP are intended for
broad use by the market: they provide issuers guidance on the key
components involved in launching a credible Green Bond; they aid
investors by ensuring availability of information necessary to evaluate
the environmental impact of their Green Bond investments; and they
assist underwriters by moving the market towards standard disclosures
which will facilitate transactions.

3. What is ICMA?
The International Capital Market Association or ICMA is a self-regulatory
organisation and trade association for participants in the capital
markets. ICMA outline the Green Bond Principles.

4. How does the bond conform with ICMA?
Sustainalytics (https://www.sustainalytics.com) is a company that rates
the sustainability of listed companies based on their environmental,
social and corporate governance performance. The Green Bond
Principles have been set by ICMA (International Capital Markets
Association). Synthesis Analytics were awarded their Second Party
Opinion of conformation with ICMA from Sustainalytics on the 13.05.20.

5. What is an amortising bond?

High-performance computers dominate the finance industry,
industrial competitiveness, national security, scientific progress.
To ensure our HPC process is green and sustainable, we firstly
run our HPC in our proprietary immersion cooling technology,
recapturing all of our waste heat and energy and secondly,
our HPC is powered by 100% renewable energy from Scandinavia’s
large renewable infrastructure of hydro and wind power.
Synthesis Analytics was accredited a Second Party Opinion by
Sustainalytics on the 12th of May 2020, Europe’s leading green
technology validation company for our green technology and the
applicability of our green bond principles that are set by ICMA.

8. What is Edge computing?
Edge computing adds an additional feature for computing
beyond centralised high performance computing centres and
moves it to locations closer to end users.

An amortised bond is one in which the principal on the debt is paid
down regularly, along with its interest expense over the life of the bond.
This bond amortises from the start of year 3 with the full principle paid
back by the end of year 5. The full schedule of payments for an investment of £100,000 and $100,000 is shown below.

Typical applications for Edge computing are where very short
response times are important and where network congestion
needs to be avoided to ensure the best and most immediately
responsive end user experience possible thus heavily reducing
latency.

6. Why Sweden?

Synthesis Analytics have developed our solutions to meet these
edge computing needs, firstly with our Edge1 system, integrated
with the district heating container solutions. The benefit of our
system is the output of hot water which flows back into the
district heating system.

We are located in Sweden a politically stable AAA rated economy.
We have offices in both Stockholm and our HQ office in Gothenburg.
Our production facility is based just 2 hours south of Stockholm, close
by to the second largest industrial and manufacturing city in Sweden,
Norrköping. Close to our production facility, is a deep water seaport
and harbour facilitating shipping for both supplier and export.

Theoretic income table
£100,000 investment

$100,000 investment

Income
Due (£)

Principal
Due (£)

Total
Income (£)

Effective
Interest
Rate (%)

1

£8,210.00

£0.00

£8,210.00

8.21%

2

£8,210.00

£0.00

£8,210.00

3

£7,194.01

£33,000.00

4

£4,484.71

£33,000.00

5

£1,744.63

£34,000.00

End of
Year

Total

£29,843.35

Income
Due ($)

Principal
Due ($)

Total
Income ($)

Effective
Interest
Rate (%)

1

$8,140.00

$0.00

$8,140.00

8.14%

8.21%

2

$8,140.00

$0.00

$8,140.00

8.14%

£40,194.01

7.19%

3

$7,132.68

$33,000.00

$40,132.68

7.13%

£37,484.71

4.48%

4

$4,446.48

$33,000.00

$37,446.48

4.45%

£35,744.63

1.74%

5

$1,729.75

$34,000.00

$35,729.75

1.73%

£129,843.35

29.84%

$129,588.90

29.59%

End of
Year

Total

$29,588.90

Table showing the theoretic income for years 1 to 5 for a notional £100k/$100k investment.
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9. Where does an investors money actually go?

Netherlands Security:

The funds flow in from the issuer (Sustainable Capital PLC) to the
borrower (Synthesis Analytics BV). All retention fees are held at this
point, and the funds then are released to the Swedish operating
company, Synthesis Analytics AB. The proceeds of the bond will
go towards further acquisition and deployment of green high
performance computing.

✓ Unrestricted pledge over the Borrower’s shares
(Synthesis Analytics BV) and all rights attached to the shares.

Synthesis Analytics also will use bond funds to market the available
capacity and secure offtake agreements for the hot water output.
The funds will be used to generate a capacity of close to 83,000
Integrated computing units (ICUs), which simultaneously allows
a hot water output into the district heating system of 104mW.
In total, we expect to produce 32 computing containers with
the bond proceeds, with each container providing a total capacity
of 2592 ICUs.
The investor will be assisting Synthesis Analytics with the mission or
providing innovation in the industry, eliminating the environmental
burden of HPC technology by introducing “Green Edge Computing
& Intelligent Heating” as a new circular model.

10. How are these funds protected?
The main asset owned by the operating company Synthesis Analytics
AB, is a 45,000 m2 power station located a 2 hour drive south of
Stockholm. The funds are protected through the various reserves that
are held from the bond proceeds. The following reserves are held for
the issuance, from fully drawn funds, until the end of the bond life:

✓ 12 Months of Full Drawn Coupon Reserve
✓ 2% of full issuance amount held as Liquidity Reserve
✓ 0.3% of Senior Expenses Reserve
The additional way the funds are protected is through the various
security available to investors. This is spread over three jurisdictions.
The issuer, which is a UK company, has security in the Netherlands
and Sweden. The borrower is a Dutch company and its subsidiary
(with assets) are in Sweden.

✓ A share charge over the Borrower has been granted.
✓ A bank account pledge is made over the
Borrower’s bank accounts.
UK Security:

✓ Issuer (Sustainable Capital PLC) bank account pledge
including reserve accounts and collection account.
Swedish Security:

✓ Unrestricted pledge over the subsidiary shares
(Synthesis Analytics AB) and all rights attached
to the shares.
✓ A property charge over the 45,000 m2 real estate asset.
✓ An asset charge over the computing containers
as acquired.

11. How are the yield and principle payments
generated and protected?
The offtake contracts of computing and rental revenue that
Synthesis Analytics have already secured, allow for the yield to
be generated in the first year of the bond. The rental revenue
will continue to grow as the plant develops.
When the generation of all the capacity is complete, lease
agreements will be secured. The computing lease agreements
will be for a minimum of 3 years, with upwards only review.
This securitises the cashflow of the operating company and
protects yields throughout.
The hot water offtake agreements are in place simultaneously.
Agreement are with a rated local authorities to provide the
much needed “Green” hot water off take. This off take contract
provides a strongly covenanted monthly income to the
operating company for further expansion and
a transparent path to servicing the bond.

For more enquiries please contact: enquiries@hermionemarkets.com
This document is the confidential property of Synthesis Analytics BV and is not for general release. The information presented here does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation
and is not an invitation to invest. Nothing in this document is intended to nor will create any binding obligation on anyone. Applications should only be made on the basis of the Pricing Supplement
and Listing Particulars which are available from authorised distributors. Prospective investors should be capable of evaluating the risks and merits associated with this investment and have
sufficient resources to bear any losses. This investment is intended to be held by the investor for the full investment term of 5 years. This Investment Memorandum contains forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements often include words such as “anticipate”, “expect”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe “, “continue” or similar words in connection with discussions of future operating or financial
performance. The forward-looking statements are based on the directors’ and where relevant the Company’s current expectations and assumptions regarding commercial performance, the
economy and other future conditions, circumstances and results. As with any projection or forecast, forward-looking statements are inherently susceptible to uncertainty and changes in circumstances. The actual results may vary materially from those expressed or implied in its forward-looking statements.

